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Appendix




This document describes the program to represent the CLASSY cluster
distributions as equiprobability ellipses in brightness/greenness space.
The program is written exclusively in Fortran IV-G.
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following document forms a part of this specification:




The Equiprobability Ellipses Program was designed and implemented to provide
graphics output so that the cluster distributions estimated by CLASSY may
be visualized. The approach is to project the hyper-ellipsoid for each
cluster distribution onto the brightness greenness plane for each acquisi-
tion. This projection is done in two ways. The first projection
corresponds to the selected brightness-greenness channels with the other
channels unspecified. The second projection corresponds to a projection
onto the selected brightness greenness channels with the other channels
fixed at the mean value. Each of these projections produce an ellipse with
the ellipse for the second projection contained in the ellipse for the first
projection.
The equations for the two ellipses plotted for each cluster are as
follows.
(1) (Xi - P i ) 2a ii + 2(X i - u i )(Xj - u j ) a i 1 + ( Xj - uj)2a ii = D






a ii a jj - aij
-1 = _	 aij
a ij	 a a	 a	 2
ii jj - ij
and a ij = ij th
 element of the cluster covariance matrix.
Note that a ii and a ij are elements of the matrix which is the inverse
of the cluster covariance matrix.
D is a value to be selected by the user. The values for the mean vector,
and inverse covariance matrix should be read from a data file produced by
CLASSY.
The user may elect to plot one or both of the ellipses in the ellipse pair.
The ellipse represented by equations (1) and (2) may be plotted two ways:
(1) The program will plot the ellipse or ellipse pair for each cluster
for a given acquisition on a single page using the same symbol for
each ellipse pair for a given cluster. Each plot has the same scale.
(2) The program will plot the ellipse or ellipse pair for each acquisi-
tion for a given cluster on four pages using the same symbol for each
ellipse pair for a given acquisition. The user must reconstruct the
4 pages of plot data as one 2 page by 2 page plot. Each plot has
the same scale.
The capability is implemented as a stand alone program with enough modularity
so that it might be easily modified in the future. The output is
generated on the line printer with user provided headings and axes for each
plot. The program has the capability of handling up to 30 clusters
and 6 acquisitions.
The driver program for the clustering system is Ellipses. The calculation
subprograms are ACQICL to calculate the ellipses for all of the acquisitions
for one CLASSY cluster and CU AC0 to calculate the ellipses for all of the
CLASSY clusters for one acquisition.
The plotting subroutines are PLOTPT which stores the points in the plot
matrix, PLOTCL which prints the plot for one CLASSY cluster and PLOTAC
which prints the plot for one acquisition.
CLASSY cluster data is read from the file by READCC and data for the current




The Equiprobability Ellipses Program is operational on the IBM 3031 at
Purdue LARS under the CMS370 operating system. The program utilizes the
IBM Fortran IV-G computer.
3.2 ELLIPSE EXEC FILE
ELLIPSE is called by the following EXEC file:
ELLIPSE (Segment number)
where segment number - number of segment.
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3.3 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
3.3.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (ELLIPSES)
ELLIPSES represents the CLASSY cluster distributions as equiprobability
ellipses in brightness/greenness space.
3.3.1.1 Linkages 
ELLIPSES is the driver program. ELLIPSES calls ACQICL. CLIACQ and READCC.
3.3.1.2 Interface














Label for X axis
Label for Y axis
Computational constant
Starting X value
Option for group of ellipses











This program establishes the user requirements for the representation of
the CLASSY cluster distributions and calls the subroutines to calculate the




See Appendix A for program.
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3.3.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (ACQICL)
ACQICL calculates the y values for 60 x values for the acquisitions (sets of
greenness and brightness values) for one CLASSY cluster and calls subprograms
to store data in the plot and print the plot.
3.3.2.1 Linkages
ACQICL is called by ELLIPSES. ACQICL calls GETCC, MINV, PLOTPT and PLOTCL.
3.3.2.2 Interfaces
The blank common block and /CC/ common block are used as interface between




	/ CC/	 Number of channels
NOCC	 /CC/	 Number of CLASSY clusters
CVk1N /CC/	 Inverse of CLASSY covariance matrix
CCOVAR Calling Sequence CLASSY covariance matrix
CMEANS /CC/
	 Means for CLASSY clusters







Y value for outer ellipse
Y value for outer ellipse
Y value for inner ellipse
Y value for inner ellipse






For each CLASSY cluster the following events occur. Each set of greenness
and brightness values are used to calculate ellipses using the covariance
matrices and means for the CLASSY cluster using the formulas given in 3.0.
The subprogram PLOTPT is called to store the points in the plot array, and




See Appendix A for program.
3.3.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 3 (CLIACQ)
CLIACQ calculates the y values for 60 x values for the CLASSY clusters for one
acquisition (set of greenness and brightness values) and calls subprograms
to store data in plot and print plot.
3.3.3.1 Linkages
CLIACQ is called by ELLIPSES. CLIACQ calls GETCC, MINV, PLOTPT and PLOTCL.
3.3.3.2 Interfaces
The blank common block and /CC/ common block are used as interface between
















Number of CLASSY clusters
Inverse of CLASSY covariance matrix
CLASSY covariance matrix
Means for CLASSY clusters
Computational constant
Y value for outer ellipse
Y value for outer ellipse
Y value for inner ellipse
Y value for inner ellipse







For each acquisition the following events occur. Each set of greenness and
brightness values are used to calculate ellipses using the covariance
matrices and means for the CLASSY cluster using the formulas given in 3.0.
The subprogram PLOTPT is called to store the points in the plot array, and




See Appendix A for program.
/I
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3.3.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (PLOTPT)
PLOTPT stores the symbols for the ellipses in the matrix LINE.
3.3.4.1 Linkages
PLOTPT is called by ACQICL and CLIACQ.
3.3.4.2 Interface









Y value for outer ellipse
Y value for outer ellipse
Z value for inner ellipse
Z value for inner ellipse
Matrix for line symbols
3.3.4.4 Outputs




This subroutine stores symbols for the ellipses in the matrix LINE depending
on which ellipses are requested.
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3.3.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 5 (PLOTAC)
PLOTAC prints a plot for displaying the CLASSY cluster ellipses for one
acquisition.
3.3.5.1 Linkages
PLOTAC is called by CLIACQ.
3.3.5.2 Interface









Starting value for X axis
Matrix of plot values
Title for plot
X label for plot
Y label for plot
Number of CLASSY clusters
Number of current channel
3.3.5.4 Output




PLOTAC prints the plot title, prints the lines of plot data including the






See Appendix A for program.
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3.3.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 6 (PLOTCL)
PLOTCL prints a plot for displaying the acquisition ellipses for one
CLASSY cluster.
3.3.6.1 Linkages
PLOTCL is called by ACQICL.
3.3.6.2 Interface









Starting value for X axis
Matrix of plot values
Title for plot
X label for plot
Y label for plot
Number of CLASSY clusters
Number of current channel
3.3.6.4 Output
Plot written on line printer.
3.3.6.5 Storage Requi r: gent
Not applicable.
3.3.6.6 Description
PLOTCL prints the plot title, prints the lines of plot data including the Y




See Appendix A for program.
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3.3.7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 7 (READCC)
READCC reads the CLASSY cluster  data .
3.3.7.1 Li nkage
READCC is called from ELLIPSES.
3.3.7.2 Interface
Interface is accomplished through the /CC/ common block.
3.3.7.3 Input
IOUT	 /CC/	 Printer unit
ICLUNT	 /CC/	 Unit for CLASSY data file
M	 /CC/	 Number of channels
3.3.7.4 Output
RLPRP /CC/ Relative	 proportion array
CCVLRT /CC/ Normalization factor element
CDCON /CC/ Normalization factor element
CCMEANS /CC/ Cluster means array
CCVRIN /CC/ Covariance matrix




READCC reads the CLASSY cluster values into common block /CC/. The number







See Appendix A for program.
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3.3.8 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 8 (GETCC)
Move one set of CLASSY data from arrays to correspond i ng scalars.
3.3.8.1 Linkage
GETCC is called from GETCC.
3.3.8.7 Interface






















See Appendix A for program.
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3.3.9 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 9 (MINV)
MINV calculates the inverse and determinant of the input matrix.
3.3.9.1 Linkages
MINV is called by ACQICL and CLIACQ.
3.3.9.2 Interfaces
























ELLIPSES is operational on the IBM 3031 computer at LARS, West Lafayette
Indiana.
The program and EXEC files can be loaded from tape 3956, file 6.
ELLIPSES is executed by entering the following command after signing on the
computer system.
ELLIPSES (Segment Number)
where Segment Number = number of the segment.
Control information is defined by interactive dialogue with the user.
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